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We are in pivotal times for aviation - new technologies
are re-shaping benchmarks for operational efficiency
while, at the same time, customers’ expectations of the
digital experience are rapidly changing too. With new
technologies and systems comes obvious benefits but, also, teething problems
and more questions than answers.
With this in mind, FlightGlobal has developed a range of conferences,
researched and designed to answer the pertinent issues and questions in
aviation. The conferences give attendees the opportunity to share their ideas
and hear about real-world experiences through social and educational sessions.
Whether you need to learn more, network, or grow your presence in the
aviation industry, FlightGlobal’s conferences bring together the right people to
discuss the right topics, at the right time.

Visit flightglobal.com/events
for more information
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Airlines 2050
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29-30 September 2020, Seattle

19 October 2020, London
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The world’s first aviation weekly
marked its 12th decade in 2019
with a front cover from every year
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light International magazine is
celebrating 12 decades of aviation insight, having marked its
110th anniversary last year.
Flight published its ﬁrst issue on
2 January 1909, and rightly declared
itself as the “ﬁrst aero weekly in the
world”. This spread illustrates our 11
decades in print, with a cover from
every year.
Our objective when Flight was created in 1909 was to report on the nascent industry now called “aerospace”.
The weekly Flight was spun out of
The Automotor Journal, which had
been tracking the slowly evolving aviation sector. Flight became a stand-alone
weekly not long after UK aviation pioneer Alliott Verdon (AV) Roe had taken
his ﬁrst hops and the American Samuel F Cody became the ﬁrst person in the
UK to ﬂy, in October 1908.
Flight’s mission statement back in
our ﬁrst decade was to be “devoted to
the interests, practice and progress
of aerial locomotion and transport”.
As Flight begins its 12 decade, it continues on that original 1909 mission,
having followed the industry through
its incredible journey for well over
a century. ■
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Why A220 has bright
future under Airbus
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journalists and
photographers
plan the daily news

READ ALL OVER
From our eye-catching photography to
our unmistakeable flight-suited distribution
team, Flight Daily News is an air show
institution around the world. Here is a
glimpse into how we put this unique
publication together
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MAEAM plans to open new niche
with ‘disruptive’
19-seat concept it plans to bring to
market by 2024

Criticism levelled at Boeing for
its slow public response and
apparent lack of empathy in
the wake of the two fatal 737
Max crashes highlights the imrench start-up Multi Access Electric
portance of reacting quickly
Air
By JON HEMMERDINGER & ALAN
Mobility launched a “disruptive”
PEAFORD
B.koya is joined on display at EBACE
and sensitively in the event of
aircraft
by other
programme at EBACE today.
electric revolutionaries including
a crisis, European Business
capabilities
Pegasus’s in-deThe sister company to light aircraftKLM’s Pieter Elbers are very different.”
velopment eight-passenger vertical
Aviation Association senior
deB.koya will have a turbine-driven
take-off and
signer Lisa Airplanes unveiled the
and John Slattery
hybrid-electric
landing hybrid-electric business
hybrid-electric
manager of communications,
propulsion system with twin tail-mounted
jet and the Ehang
aircraft capable of carrying 19 passengers
of Embraer
fans.
184 two-passenger air taxi.
for regionFrederique Luca, said today at
Like Akoya, it will have hydrofoils
al charter , private operators, or scheduled
for water landPegasus’s design will have a GE
airlines.
EBACE during a panel discusings and optional skis for snow landings.
Aviation turMAEAM calls the concept “B.koya”,
boshaft directly driving two tail-mounted
a nod to Lision on crisis management.
It will have 125kt (232km/h) cruise
forwardsa’s two-seat Akoya amphibious aircraft,
speed, 162nm
thrust fans and powering four lifting
on display
Pointing to a recent Financial
(300km) range on batteries alone and
fans built into
at the innovation zone.
1,620nm
range
its wing, says Pegasus chairman Reza
Times article in which “most of
when supplemented with the turbine.
Mia.
“It’s the same technology as proven
With a 4,000kg
The ﬁrm expects to achieve ﬁrst
on our twothe criticism” of Boeing centred
(8,820lb) maximum take-off weight
ﬂight within 18
seater,” says founder and chief
it can land on
months
executive Benoit
and
on its “lack of response and
certiﬁcation
grass, needing only 325m (1,000ft)
up to ﬁve years later.
Senellar (pictured). “We want to
of runway.
have this aircraft
The Ehang 184 has already ﬂown
empathy”, Luca stressed the
Senellart’s team will initially market
in China and
built by 2022 and to be on the
B.koya to
could enter air taxi service as soon
commuter airline
need for companies to make
business and leisure aircraft buyers
as 2020 in Dubai,
market by 2024.
and operators.
says Tamara Leitner, marketing
empathy a cornerstone of their
But “the larger market” will be the
and communica“It opens a new segment of market.
regional airline
tions representative at FACC, an
Inner-city
crisis management plans.
sector, he says, noting that B.koya’s
Austria company
urban air mobility has a lot of people
water-landing
that built Ehang 184’s airframe.
looking at it –
Boeing chief executive Denability will enable it to quickly connect
but few in the regional market. And
city centres,
its landing
nis Muilenburg made a vidmarinas or small islands.
eoed statement on 4 April –
almost a month after the
and Saudia in endorsing the extra-long-range jet. cipiter’s identiﬁcation as a customer for 20
By EDWARD RUSSELL
second fatal 737 Max crash to
Qantas struck a deal to take 36 A321XLRs, in- A320neos. The lessor’s order was completed in
occur within ﬁve months – in
KLM had started evaluating the E2 at least as cluding
a new order for 10. It is converting 26 of March and had been listed as undisclosed.
which he
sorry
to families
far back as 2017, seeking a replacement for its said
its 99
A320neo
orders to the new variant.
China Airlines has progressed the ﬂeet plans it
of the victims of both the Lion
Boeing 737-700s.
The Indigo Partners memorandum of under- outlined last month by tentatively ordering 25
Air and Ethiopian Airlines
Earlier in the day, Airbus continued to unveil standing
covers 32 newly ordered A321XLRs, A320neos and six Boeing 777 Freighters.
crashes,
acknowledged
new customers for the new A321XLR it and
plus
conversion of 18 A320neo-family orders.
Other Boeing business included Qatar Airthe company’s responsibility
launched at the show on Monday, among them Twenty
of the A321XLRs will be allocated to ways’ order for ﬁve more 777Fs and Turkmenito address risks posed by softAmerican Airlines, Qantas and a trio of low-cost Wizz
Air, 18 to Frontier Airlines, and a dozen to stan Airlines’ preliminary deal for another
ware issues with the aircraft.
A relaxed Sheikh
carriers in which Indigo Partners is an investor.
JetSmart.
777-200LR.
Mohammed Bin
Responding empathetically
Rashid Al Maktoum
These customers’ commitments spanned 106
American Airlines has converted 30 A321neo
Mitsubishi Aircraft, meanwhile, signed a
in a crisis,
, ruler of Dubai,
can result
aircraft, though all three deals include conver- however,
orders and
exercised 20 A321neo options to memorandum of understanding with a “protours the static
in wrangles with company lawline yesterday
,
sions of some existing orders. They join Air boost
its A321XLR order to 50.
spective North American customer” to start foraccompanied
yers, making it a difﬁcult tightby Sheikh Ahmed
Lease, Cebu Paciﬁc, IAG, Middle East Airlines
Other Airbus announcements include Ac- mal negotiations for 15 SpaceJet M100s.
Bin
Saeed Al Maktoum
rope to walk.
, chairman of
Emirates. The
EBAA strategic communicaroyal
begins each Dubai. tour traditionally
tions adviser Taunya RensonMartin agreed that in a crisis,
people are looking for “caring
and empathy”, but said lawyers “don’t want you to do
this because it might be a sign
of accepting liability”. Companies, therefore, “need to ﬁnd
a way to balance that”.
EBAA has developed a crisis
communications manual to
help members ensure they
have robust crisis management plans in place.

F

mbraer topped off a surge of day-three
order announcements when the Brazilian manufacturer disclosed a late afternoon KLM deal for up to 35 195-E2s.
With its Cityhopper regional unit in mind, the
Dutch carrier signed a letter of intent for 15 ﬁrm
jets plus 20 purchase rights, becoming Embraer’s
long-awaited “marquee” customer for the E2.
Embraer puts the list-price value at $2.48 billion. Deliveries of the ﬁrm aircraft will run from
2021 through 2023.
The E195-E2 is complementary to Cityhopper’s 49-strong Embraer ﬂeet of E175s and E190s,
says KLM chief executive Pieter Elbers.
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agency BillyPix, have
often been with us for
10 or 20 years, and
know exactly what is
needed to create the
sort of image –
whether a representative of a company on
his or her stand, or an
aircraft on the static –
that really lifts a
page.”
Speed is of the essence too, for writers
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to be processed and passed for press
every 30 to 45min. The pace is slightly
less frenetic at Singapore, but, with
around eight news pages to be created
every day, as well as a web site to keep
updated, there is little time to relax.
An important part of the planning
process each morning and throughout
the day, is commissioning photographs. “Don’t tell the writers, but the
old cliche that a good picture is worth
a thousand words really does often
apply,” says Morrison. “Our photographers, who work for the UK-based

course. No matter how organised the
schedule is, it only takes a major announcement – a signiﬁcant aircraft
order, for instance – late in the day to
cause everything to be ripped apart to
accommodate the breaking news. “Believe it or not, it’s not that unusual to
have one of the team burst into the
newsroom just as we’re preparing to
get the last pages over to the printer
just ahead of deadline, and announce:
‘Hold the front page!’,” says Morrison.
One of the most important parts of
the daily operation is the distribution.
Events and operations manager Laura
Gardner runs the operation, often
turning up at the show with colleagues
long before dawn to collect the shipment of newspapers from the printers.
Following that, she briefs and co-ordinates the distributors, whose ﬂight
suits are based on the uniform of the
Royal Air Force’s aerobatic team, the
Red Arrows, and are also on site before
any visitors.
“We pride ourselves on the quality
of our distribution team,” says Gardner. “We ask them to be friendly and
remember that they – not the journalists – are the face of Flight Daily News
and the interaction with the reader.
There is no point in producing the best
quality daily if the people handing it
out do not do their best to communicate our brand values, which are all
about the authority of our coverage,
but also that we are part of the community at the show.”
Another essential element of the
process is the production team. At
Singapore, it consists of a copy editor,
whose job it is to check for typos and
other clear factual errors, as well as
writing headlines and captions; a designer, who lays out the pages, and,
with the photo editor, chooses the images; and a head of production, who
liaises with the editor and printer to
ensure that deadlines are met or managed. At the biggest shows,
Farnborough and Paris,

BillyPix

f you have enjoyed reading Flight
Daily News at Singapore, you are
one of thousands who turn to our
show newspapers for their ﬁx of
stories, analysis and interviews at
major industry events around the
world. FlightGlobal has been publishing its family of dailies at air shows,
conventions and exhibitions since the
1980s. As well as Singapore, our distribution team – clad in their distinctive red ﬂight suits – can be found
handing out copies each morning at
the Farnborough air show, and, in odd
years, Paris and Dubai.
In addition, the two main annual
business aviation gatherings – NBAA
BACE in the USA and EBACE in Geneva – play host to the industry’s only
same-day dailies, Flight Evening
News, where they have been appearing since 2004. At the Aircraft Interiors Expo in Hamburg each year, we
publish a unique double-fronted daily,
featuring exclusive content from the
adjoining World Travel & Catering Exhibition. Additionally, our sister title,
Airline Business Daily provides all the
coverage from the ALTA Latin American airline leaders’ event and the IATA
convention.
The dailies have survived the
advent of digital publishing. While our
web site, ﬂightglobal.com, provides
the best breaking coverage of industry
events, as well as a searchable depository of content, picking up our print
publications remain one of the best
ways to keep abreast of what has been
and what will be happening at the
event.
“We see the two media as complementary,” says Flight Daily News editor Murdo Morrison. “The web site is
often the easiest way of keeping in
touch with a show if you are not there,
but there is nothing to beat turning the
pages of a hot-off-the-press newspaper
to get the real feel for an event. We
have expert reporters all over the
show, but we also put a huge emphasis
on design, with dozens of large, live
photographs and headlines that catch
the eye.”
On conventional dailies, such as
Singapore, the working day for the
team starts early, with a news meeting
around 07:45 to go through the diary,
scroll through the overnight emails,
and discuss the agenda for the day. Reporters, who already have their beats,
are assigned speciﬁc stories or press
conferences, and often deadlines.
With up to 20 live pages a day on a
Paris or Farnborough daily, a page has

22/05/2019 11:39

Distribution team
ensures attendees
receive the latest
news
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and snappers. “Often our
journalists and the photographer will have under 1h to walk to
the chalet, booth or area of the static,
do an interview and set up and take a
picture, hasten back to the newsroom
and write the story, backing it up with
additional research if necessary, and
upload the photos,” says Morrison.
“Although their words will go through
a copy editor, it is down to the original
writer to ensure the facts and quotes
are right, and that it’s written in a compelling enough way that people will
want to read it.”
The best-laid plans can run awry, of

this engine room is slightly bigger.
Teamwork is, of course, key. The
dailies – and FlightGlobal’s online
coverage – only happen as a result of
anything up to 30 members of staff
working like a machine, everyone
with a role in making sure that show
visitors and those following events
from afar know exactly what is going
on in the press conferences, on the
static, in the halls, and behind the
scenes every day. ■
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For the full range of Flight International cutaway posters and prints available for purchase, go to flightglobalimages.com

The E190-E2 was the first to be certificated of three
variants of a re-engined family of regional jets,
launched by Embraer at the 2013 Paris air show. Our
cutaway, drawn by veteran technical artist Tim Hall, first
appeared in Flight International in November 2017,
around five months before the type entered service.

EMBRAER 190-E2
flightglobal.com/singapore
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You shouldn’t have to choose between security and safety, so why not fly a helicopter that
covers all missions? The Black Hawk meets your needs – whether that means keeping you
safe from incoming threats, rescuing stranded soldiers or providing life-saving medical care.
Whatever the mission, Black Hawk provides the advantage.
For more information, visit lockheedmartin.com/blackhawk.
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